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1. ABSTRACT 

 

Now days The large numbers of personal and the deployed to check for the further unauthorized without any 

permission and the breaking the rules according to their secure and the parking of the system most of the 

owners are been evade the fine and find those who are doing like this it should not be correct for them The each 

every owners should be pay the fine if they were doing the wrong in case . But the most of the owners has been 

evade the fine by various and the illegal means and the it has been bribing like the personal and the threatening 

of the system them etc. town vans need to the manually search and illegally of the parked vehicles. This system 

has requires the more and large overahead and costs in the man power and the normal payment, The fuel and 

other physical and the other surveillance are been provided . Here we propose The normal and the huge of the . 

The system that allows for no parking and automatic illegal parking detection and alerting. The system consists 

of the integrating an radio frequency of the identification and the transmitter in every vehicle it has been 

provided . The RFID receiver and the circuit is mounted on every area where parking is prohibited. If a vehicle 

is parked in an area where parking is prohibited the RFID and the receiver and the transmitter comes in range 

of the receiver circuit and it been work in the processes. Once this happens in the RFID The reader has been 

reads transmitter id it can be comes in the range of automatic unauthorized system and it can instantly provide 

the alert and the authority with area code and locked the engine with their circuits and the given inputs . so that 

the authorities can be directly arrive at the spot and sends a SMS to the car owner after paying the amount the 

vehicle has been released about the fine imposed on the vehicle. After receiving the amount police or RTO 

Department only release the engine lock. IR sensor wil be absorbed and used to detect the no parking area from 

where to where. 

 
Keywords: Power supply block, Arduino, LCD, RFID with cards, HT12E/12D with RF Transmitter, IR 

Sensor module, GSM Modem, Resistors& Capacitors. 

 
2. I .INTRODUCTION 

 

A large number of the personnel and the departments has to check the. A very large number of the deployed and 

to check the for unauthorized parking it has been fine to those owners. But The most of the owners are been 

evade the fine by various illegal and means like means like bribing and the personnel, And the threatening of 

them they cannot take the vehicle without the parking etc. The Town vans need to be search the manually for the 

each and every vehicle it has been search for illegally parked vehicles in the Towns. This system requires The 

large number of overhead and costs like the manpower and the payment, fuel and the other physical surveillance 

are been provided for the each and every parking zone and the normal secured of the system . Here we propose 

that a system must allows the for a and the automatic and illegal parking detection and The alerting.  The system 

Must consists of integrating an RFID transmitter and the receiver and in the each and every vehicle. RFID 

receiver and the circuit is mounted on the every area where parking is prohibited. If the vehicle is been parked in 

an no parking area and the where parking is prohibited and the RFID transmitter comes in range each an 

every receiver of the circuit. Once this receiver and the happens  the RFID reader reads owner 
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information the  transmitter id  and it can be instantly alert the authority and with the area and codeand  

locked  the engine the  vehicle  is  been released by the police so that the authorities can been directly 

arrive particular at the spot and they will collect the fine And sends a SMS to the car owner about the fine which 

has been imposed on the vehicle. After receiving the amount police only release the engine lock. IR sensor is 

used to detect the no parking area from where to where. By increasing of the vehicle theft should be increased to 

getting worried about the theft vehicle (vehicle user). One of the main reason for this situation the user is facing 

the hard way of the secure parking for lot of vehicles. Therefore in this paper we are providing the GSM 

technology to get the conformation to overcome their weakness. It is easy for the unauthorized to take vehicle 

out. The GSM modem is used to send the SMS to the RTO department or the police department to get to know 

that the vehicle has been parked in the no parking area. After receiving the SMS they will take the action on the 

particular person that who as been parked the vehicle in no parking area. If the owner has to take the vehicle he 

should pay the fine through the online or of line. After that only he can remove the vehicle from the particular 

place, or else if the owner won’t pay the fine the engine will be locked. By this project we can save the man 

power, bribing, Threatning. By this system there will be less traffic the public should be known that this system 

has been implemented. They will be away fromlaziness and follow the rules.[1] We have referred this they have 

been done this project on the management of the parking system they were been receive the signal from normal 

notification of the method [2] This project has been done through the RFID and sensors and the mechanics of 

the automation they have been implemented by using the automation of the system This paper has been by using 

the microcontroller and the GSM and it has been very secure for the Theaftning vehicle [4] This paper has been 

done through the smart parking of the management system it has been used mostly in the smart cities done 

through the microcontroller [5] This project has been done through the smart parking of the communication of 

the system by using smart sensors and IOT Telecommunication system [6] This paper has been referred as the 

simulation environment of the system it has been done through microcontroller and the environmental normal 

system [7] This project has been done through the using the IR sensors and microcontroller system and normal 

based system like the city parking system and smart technology [8] This project has been based upon the 

ultrasonic system and the smart parking of the system it has been implemented through the ultrasonic system of 

the normal based project [9] This project has been through the optical wireless sensor and the microcontroller of 

the system it can be used as the smart parking of the system [10] This paper has been done as the wireless 

network and proposed system it has been implemented through the wireless network This paper has been based 

upon the smart parking and the traffic control and signal processing of the system spot detection based on the 

video analytic of the system [12] This project has been done through the home automation of the normal 

controlling method and implemented through the normal based sensors and the IR sensors[13] The project has 

been based upon the normal secure of the parking system are been implemented through smart parking system 

and the it has been done through the microcontroller and the RFID of the system [14] This paper has been 

referred as the wireless telecommunication of the processes system and it has been used in the smart cities and 

normalized method It have been done through the SMS sender and the receiver of the processed system it can be 

implemented through the sensor detectors [16] The GSM and the normal module of the system are been done 

through the using the IOT based and the normal system of the method has been done it been useful for the 

secure parking of the system [17] It is the dynamic street parking organization and been done in the using the 

method logy and recognized of the system it has been mainly stands for the implementing of street parking 

system [18] A smart parking of the system are been through the IOT Based protocols and the telecommunication 

of the system and also it has been implemented through the wireless technology of the system [19] The parking 

management of the frame work of the system are been done through pic microcontroller based and GSM based 

of the system [20] This paper has been referred that the it has been done through the using ARDUINO and the 

Microcontroller it has been implemented through this system it has been mainly used in the smart cities like 

rural areas by this method . 

 

3. II .LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this paper, The main demonstration and the secure parking reservation of the. The system which it  has  been  

using the Global and  normal System for the Mobile communications and the (GSM) technology which it has 
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been performed. It helps the so many drivers from no parking area and facing the problems and that can always 

occurs at the car parking, such as the time being wasted in the searching for the places like it should be available 

the parking spaces and the it keep on circling the parking area until they found the an empty parking .places they 

should be fined if they are been parked In the no parking area.the lazy ness should be decreased from the 

public.[1]the increased of the some of the theft vehicles has been getting worried the theft vehicle. The security 

is that the main issue of that the lack in the many of the problems. there are the so many of the methods to 

resolve this problem.in[2]the authors used the ARDUINO . The techonology as a communication code to get 

online to order the reserve and the no parking lot .the weakness of this project is that they cannot park the 

vehicle in the no parking area .people should be aware of doing this they will the must rules and 

regulation.[3]this flowchart involves the configuration of the microcontroller-III 

 
 
.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The main motivation of the project is the is to activate and maintain the security of the parking system and the 

area also been reduce the parking system.the authorized vehicles are been identified with  the  help  of  the  

registration processes .This system has the lack of the security for existing the process because of the car can be 

easily exist the sensor detection can be  the  detection and .it is main purpose of the unauthorized person to take 

any car out. The users will receive the information .if the car has to remove from the particular place he should 

unlock the vehicle (RTO DPTMNT or POLICE) they should unlock the vehicle by capturing their RFID reader 

and they can take the vehicle Based on the attacks of data, two different the overall functionally of the system 

are should according to their functionally of the system ,all of the information should related to the vehicle 

checking of the parking detector ,when the vehicle is been about to check the out from parking zone .In case 

already registered vehicle, vehicles RFID is been absorbed to the sensor the drivers are been abended of their 

trips of the proposed because of the annoying of the endless parking searches and home drivers they park their 

in the unauthorized areas .the main cities like on should be Avade the parking zones of the system the city in the 

main vain like have started the smart parking of the system ,only the 5% and Tokyo has scarce of the smart 

parking of the system cities with the the more than than on street parking. 

 
4. IV . METHODLOGY  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure: 1 schematic diagram of parking unit 
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Figure; 2 The Schematic diagram of car unit 

 

The design and implementation of automatic unauthorized parking detector using the microcontroller 

now days every on their been parking their vehicle in the no parking area not paying the fine ,and they were 

doing the some of the bribes with out paying fine to the particular police or government department ,but this is 

the case is not like that ,the who ever it may be they should be pay the money If the were following their rules 

means it should been taken the sever action and the payment should be pay by through the online or offline 

mode after paying the money ,the police man will come and release the vehicle .If the customer is been not pay 

the money their engine will be locked and the vehicle should be placed their only up to your paying the money 

the engine will be locked 
 

V. ALGORITHM 
 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

This block diagram indicates that the processes is been done properly are the not ,it has been implemented that 

the each and everyone has been provided the notification through the SMS and other methods this processes can 

be done through the ,implemented through using the microcontroller (ARDUINO) it can be worked as per the 

processes of the using the GSM MODULE ,when the vehicle has been parked in the no parking area it should be 

come in to the work processes and collect the data from the owner and send to the particular persons the 

authority of these work it should be taken action with in the minutes and everything comes to be function 

 
VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure .1 partial output of the no parking unit  
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Figure 2. partial output of the both car unit and parking zone  
After giving the partial output of the no parking unit we have received the some idea about the no parking area 

of the unit the lights are been blinked when the vehicle has been entered in the no parking area then the 

everything should been comes under the working and its takes the action on the no parking area of the unit and 

some of the lights are been blinked that the it has been action on this rules breaking ,it should been less stress 

power to the police department and they were been no need of standing in the traffic zones to fine the vehicles 

,the information has been easily send to the department 

 
VII . CONCLUSION 

This can be implemented at a large scale on all the parking areas and can be helpful in reducing the affects of 

vehicles parked in the “NO PARKING ZONE”.It can also be used a product in measures to collect fines easily 

when the vehicles are not parked properly.This project work can bring a revolution to the road safety measures 

related to parking of vehicles in an ethical way.This will help the future aspects of the jamming of roads and 

streets due to parking of cars anywhere which causes a lot of traffic on the roads. 
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